Abstract. This paper proposes a PBNM (Policy Based Network Management) framework for automating the process of generating and distributing DiffServ configuration to network devices. The framework is based on IETF standards, but introduces a new business level policy model for simplifying the process of defining QoS policies. The framework is defined in three layers: a business level policy model (based on a IETF PCIM extension), a device independent policy model (based on a IETF QPIM extension) and a device dependent policy model (based on the IETF diffserv PIB definition). The paper illustrates the use of the framework by mapping the information models to XML documents. The XML mapped information model supports the reuse of rules, conditions and network information by using XPointer references.
Introduction
Policy Based Network Management (PBNM) plays an important role for managing QoS in IP-based networks. [1, 2, 8] . Recent IETF publications have defined the elements for building a generic, device independent framework for QoS management. An important element in this framework is QPIM (Policy QoS Information Model) [6] . QPIM is an information model that permits to describe device independent configuration policies. By defining a model that is not-device dependent, QPIM permits to "re-use" QoS configuration, i.e., configuration policy concerning similar devices can be defined only once. QPIM configuration is expressed in terms of "policies" assigned to "device interfaces", and does not take into account business level elements, such as users, applications, network topology and time constraints. The RFC 3644 that defines QPIM, points that a complete QoS management tool should include a higher level policy model that could generate the QPIM configuration based on business goals, network topology and QoS methodology (diffserv or intserv) [6] .
In this context, this paper proposes a PBNM framework for automating the process of generating and distributing Differentiated Services (diffserv) configuration to network devices. The framework proposes a new business level policy model for simplifying the process of defining QoS policies. The idea of introducing a business level model for QoS management is not new [3, 4, 5] . However, the proposal presented in this paper differs from the similar works found in the literature because the business level polices are fully integrated with the IETF standards. By taking advantage of the recent IETF publications concerning QoS provisioning, the framework defines all the elements required for generating and distributing diffserv configuration to network devices. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 review some related works that also proposes business level models for QoS management. Section 3 presents the overview of our proposal. Section 4 presents the business level policy model, defined as a PCIM extension and fully integrated with QPIM. Section 5 describe the QPIM based configuration model, and the process adopted for transforming the business level policies into configuration policies. Section 6 presents XML mapping strategy and examples for illustrating the use of the proposed model. Finally, the conclusion resumes the important aspects of this work and points to future developments.
Related Works and Discussion
This section will review some important works that address the issue of defining a business level QoS policy model. Verma [3] et al. proposes a tool for managing diffserv configuration in enterprise networks. The work defines the elements for building a QoS management tool, permitting to transform business level policies into device configuration information. The proposal adopts the concept of translating business level policies based on SLAs (Service Level Agreements) into device configuration. Verma [4] present an extension of this work, introducing more details concerning the business level model and a configuration distributor based on the IETF framework. The business level policy is described by statements with the syntax: "a user (or group of users) accessing an application (or group of applications) in a server (or group of servers) in a specific period of time must receive a specific service class". The service class is defined in terms of "response time" (i.e., a round-trip delay of packets). An important concept developed in [4] refers to the strategy adopted for distributing the configuration to the network devices and servers. The strategy assumes a diffserv topology. For network devices (e.g., routers), a configuration policy is relevant only if the shortest-path between the source and destination IP includes the router. For servers, a configuration policy is relevant if the server IP is included in the source or destination IP ranges defined by the policy. As explained in the next sections, we adopt a similar strategy in our framework.
The Solaris Bandwidth Manager, implemented by Sun [7] , proposes a business level QoS model for enterprise networks that closely follows the semantics of the IETF PCIM/PCIMe [12, 13] . In the proposed model, a packet flow that satisfies some conditions receives a predefined service class defined in terms of bandwidth percentage and traffic priority. The Sun's approach adopts the PDP/PEP implementation framework [2] , extending the enforcement points to network devices (routers and switches) and servers. The communication between the PDP and the PEP is implemented through a set of proprietary APIs.
There are also attempts of proposing a standard model for representing business level policies. According to the IETF terminology, a SLS (Service Level Specification) represents a subset of a SLA (Service Level Agreement) that refers to traffic characterization and treatment [8] . There was two attempts of defining a standard SLS model published by IETF as Internet drafts: TEQUILA [9] and AQUILA [10] . TEQUILA (Traffic Engineering for Quality of Service in the Internet, at Large Scale) define a SLS in terms of six main attributes: Scope, Flow Identifier, Performance, Traffic Conformance, Excess Treatment, Service Schedule and Reliability. AQUILA (Adaptative Resource Control for QoS Using an IP-based Layered Architecture) adopts the concept of predefined SLS types, based on the generic SLS definitions proposed by TEQUILA. A predefined SLS type fixes values (or range of values) for a subset of parameters in the generic SLS. According to [10] , the mapping process between the generic SLS and the concrete QoS mechanisms can be very complex if the user can freely select and combine the parameters. Therefore, the use of predefined types simplifies the negotiation between customers and network administrators.
The proposal described in this paper has several similarities with the works reviewed in this section. However, the strategy for defining the policy model and the implementation framework differs in some important aspects. Considering the vendors efforts to follow the recent IETF standards, translating business level policies to a diffserv PIB [11] , and distributing the configuration information using the COPS-PR [5] protocol is certainly a logical approach for a QoS management tool. None of the works reviewed in this section follows this approach altogether. In [3, 4] , even though some CIM and PCIM [8] concepts are mentioned, the proposal follows its own approach for representing policies, servers, clients and QoS configuration parameters. In [7] , the policy model follows a closer PCIM extension, but the policy distribution and enforcement follows a proprietary approach where neither the PIB structure, nor the COPS protocol is adopted. The TEQUILA project offers some attempts of defining standard representations for SLS agreements. However, as pointed by AQUILA, the mapping between a generic SLS definition to QoS mechanisms can be very complex. AQUILA tries to solve the problem by proposing a set of predefined SLS types. This paper also follows the AQUILA strategy of adopting predefined SLS types. However, instead of using the generic TEQUILA template, our work represent SLS types as predefined actions described in terms of device-independent QPIM configuration policies. Because configurations described in terms of QPIM are easily translated to diffserv PIB instances, this strategy significantly simplifies the process of mapping the business level policies to QoS mechanisms in network devices. Fig. 1 presents an overview of our proposed framework (the explanation in this section follows the numbers in the arrows in the figure). The core of framework is the business level policy model (BLPM). The BLPM is defined as a PCIM extension and it is described in details in section 4. BLPM business rules syntax follows the strategy proposed in [3, 4] , but all elements (group of users, group of applications and group of servers) are described in terms of standard CIM elements (1) . Also, the service classes are defined are in terms of QPIM configuration, or more precisely, QPIM actions, as explained in the next section (2) . The business level policy information (3) is "compiled" to a Configuration Level Policy Model (CLPM) information (4) by the Business Level Policy Compiler (BLPC). The CLPM and the transformations implemented by the BLPC are discussed in section 5. Note that the CLPM repository is pointed as both, input and output of the BLPC module. The CLPM is defined as a combination of QPIM and PCIM/PCIMe classes. The CLPM offers classes for describing both elements in a device configuration: conditions (traffic characterization) and actions. Actions correspond to the configuration of QoS mechanisms such as congestion control and bandwidth allocation, and correspond to predefined QPIM compound actions (i.e., a manager when creating a business level assign a service level to a SLS by pointing to a predefined group of QPIM actions). The conditions, by the other hand, are generated from the business level definitions (users, applications, and servers). Therefore, a new set of CLPM configuration is created by the BLPC module during an "off-line" compilation process. The CLPM device-independent configuration (6) is transformed into a devicespecific configuration (7) by the Device Level Policy Compiler (DLPC). The DLPC "existence" is conceptually defined by the IETF framework, in the provisioning approach. The device-dependent configuration is expressed in terms of a diffserv PIB, which general structure is defined by the IETF [11] . Because network devices can support different mechanisms for implementing diffserv actions, the DLPC must also receive the "device capabilities" as an input parameter. Device capabilities can be "optionally" transmitted by the PEP through the COPS-PR protocol [5] when the provisioning information is requested to the PDP. The process of configuring network devices consists in transmitting the PIB using the COPS-PR protocol. Two situations can be considered. (i) COPS-PR enabled Network devices capable of directly accepting the PIB information as configuration (i.e., all necessary translation from the PIB to vendor-specific commands are implemented internally by the device). (ii) Legacy devices, where a programmable host is required to act as PEP, converting the PIB information to vendor-specific commands using a configuration protocol, such as SNMP. The DLPC module and the PIB generation is not discussed in this paper.
Proposal

Business Level QoS Policy Model
The strategy used for describing the business level policies is similar to [3,4 and 7] , and can be expressed as: "users (or group of users) accessing an application (or group of applications) in a server (or group of servers), in a given period of time, must receive a predefined service level". Fig. 2 presents the UML diagram of the proposed business level policy model. The policy model is derived from the PCIM/PCIMe model [12, 13] . Basically, the PCIM/PCIMe model permits to create policies as a group of rules. Each rule has conditions and actions. If the conditions are satisfied, then the corresponding actions must be executed. There are many details concerning how conditions are grouped and evaluated. For a more detailed discussion about extending PCIM model, please, refer to [14] .
In the proposed model, a policy is represented by a SLSPolicyGroup instance. A SLSPolicyGroup contains one or more SLSPolicyRule instances (associated by the PolicySetComponent). When the conditions of a SLSPolicyRule are satisfied, then the corresponding PredefinedSLSActions must be executed. In our proposal, the PredefinedSLSAction refers to a predefined QPIM compound policy action (see Fig.  3 ). For example, the network administrator can create predefined QPIM compound actions defining a Gold, Silver and Bronze service levels (this example is illustrated in the section 6). Then, in the business level policy model, the administrator only makes a reference to the predefined service description using the PredefinedSLSName attribute of the PredefinedSLSAction class. The conditions of the SLSPolicyRule permit to define "who" will receive the service level and "when" the service will be available. Considering the diffserv approach, the "who" policy information must be used for defining: − the filtering rules used by the device for classifying the traffic. This information is used for completing the QPIM configuration (as explained next). − which devices must receive the pre-defined service level configuration. This information is used by the PDP for selecting which policies must be provisioned in a given device. In the business level policy model the "who" information is described in terms of "users (or group of users) accessing an application (or group of applications) in a server (or group of servers)". This information is described by using three SimplePolicyCondition extensions: SimpleServerCondition, SimpleGOACondition and SimpleUserCondition. These conditions follow the semantics "variable" match "value", defined by PCIMe. The variables refer to already defined CIM objects (PolicyExplicitVariable), permitting to create policies that reuses CIM information. SimpleServerCondition refers to a CIM UnitaryComputerSystem object, permitting to retrieve the server IP address through an associated RemoteServiceAccessPoint object. SimpleUserCondition refers to a CIM Person object, permitting to retrieve the user's host IP address and SimpleGoACondition points to a CIM InstalledProduct permitting to retrieve the protocol and port information of an application. The simple conditions are grouped in a CompoundPolicyCondition, permitting to create logical expressions with several simple conditions. It is important to note that adopting PolicyExplicitVariable for referring to CIM objects is a very powerful strategy for reusing CIM information among different PBNM tools. Section 6 presents an example how a policy that refers to CIM objects is defined. 
Configuration Level QoS Policy Model
Our proposal adopts the strategy of representing SLS predefined types using the QPIM model. The QPIM model is a PCIM/PCIMe extension, and aims to offer a device independent approach for modeling the configuration of intserv and diffserv mechanisms. Because our work addresses only the diffserv methodology, only the diffserv elements of QPIM will be presented and discussed. For diffserv, QPIM offers elements for representing both, traffic profile, used by QoS mechanisms to classify the traffic, and QoS actions, used by the QoS mechanisms to adequate the output traffic to the specified levels. In fact, the RFC 3644 [6] does not present the complete model. Instead, it presents only the new classes that are related to QoS actions. The RFC merely suggests that developers must combine the QPIM elements with PCIM/PCIMe for creating a complete configuration model. Fig. 3 presents our approach for using the QPIM extensions. The QPIM classes are highlighted in the figure by a grey rectangle. We have introduced two new classes: ConfigPolicyGroup and ConfigPolicyRule. The other classes are defined by PCIM/PCIMe, CIM Policy and CIM Network. A device configuration is expressed by a ConfigPolicyGroup instance. Note in Fig. 3 that this class is associated to a PolicyRole collection. This association permits to assign "roles" for the configuration. According to IETF, roles are used by the PDP to decide which configuration must be transmitted to a given PEP (i.e., a network device interface). During the provisioning initialization, a PEP informs the roles assigned to the device interfaces, and the PDP will consider all the ConfigPolicyGroup instances that match these roles. In our approach a ConfigPolicyGroup instance is dynamically created as a result of the Business Policy Level (BPL) compilation. Therefore, the BPL compiler must also determine which roles are assigned to the configuration. This is determined by the association between the PolicyRoleCollection and the CIM Network class. The BPL compiler assures that all business policies including users or servers with IP addresses belonging to the network subnet associated to a given PolicyRoleCollection will generate configuration policies with the same roles of this collection.
A ConfigPolicyGroup instance aggregates one or more ConfigPolicyRule instances. In our approach, each ConfigPolicyRule instance is associated to PacketFilterCondition instances and to CompoundPolicyAction instances. PacketFilterConditions are used for defining the rules classifying the traffic that will benefit from the QoS service level defined by the CompoundPolicyAction. 
XML Mapping and Case Study
The proposed framework have been implemented using XML for mapping all information model related to the business level policy model, configuration policy model and CIM information. The strategy adopted for mapping the information models into XML is inspired in the LDAP mapping guidelines proposed by IETF and DTMF. In our implementation, XML was preferred as an alternative to LDAP, due to the considerable availability of development tools a recent support introduced in commercial relational databases. However, the information model discussed in this paper can also be mapped to LDAP or to a hybrid combination between LDAP and XML. Fig. 4 illustrates the strategy adopted for mapping the business level information model. The concept of information "reuse" is implemented by using XPointer references [15] . In the <SLSPolicyRule> the conditions are defined by XPointer references that point to elements in a <ReusablePolicyContainer>. The mapping supports the reuse of CompoundPolicyConditions and PolicyTimePeriodConditions. A CompoundPolicyCondition, by its turn, points to reusable simple conditions representing users, servers and applications. The simple conditions are based on the ExplicitPolicyVariable semantics, which permits to make references to elements described in terms of CIM objects. <PolicyContainer Name="HighLevelPolicy"> <SLSPolicyGroup SLSType="Olimpic" PolicyDecisionStrategy="2"> <SLSPolicyRule Name="BronzeRule" Enabled="1" ConditionListType="1" ExecutionStrategy="2" Priority="1"> … </SLSPolicyRule> <SLSPolicyRule Name="SilverRule" Enabled="1" ConditionListType="1" ExecutionStrategy="2" Priority="2"> <PolicyConditionInPolicyRule GroupNumber="1" ConditionNegated="false" PartComponent="./CC.xml#xpointer(//CompoundPolicyCondition[@Name='SilverComp'])" /> <PredefinedSLSAction PredefinedSLS="Silver" /> <PolicyRuleValidityPeriod PartComponent="./Time.xml# xpointer(//PolicyTimePeriodCondition[@Name='SilverValidity'])" /> </SLSPolicyRule> <SLSPolicyRule Name="GoldRule" Enabled="1" ConditionListType="1" ExecutionStrategy="2" Priority="3"> </SLSPolicyRule> </SLSPolicyGroup> </PolicyContainer> <ReusablePolicyContainer Name="ReusableSUC"> <SimpleUserPolicyCondition Name="Manager"> <PolicyExplicitVariable ModelClass="Person" ModelProperty="BusinessCategory" /> <PolicyStringValue StringList="Manager" /> </SimpleUserPolicyCondition> <SimpleUserPolicyCondition Name="Engineering"> <PolicyExplicitVariable ModelClass="Person" ModelProperty="OU" /> <PolicyStringValue StringList="Engineering" /> </SimpleUserPolicyCondition> </ReusablePolicyContainer> <ReusablePolicyContainer Name="ReusableSAC"> <SimpleGOAPolicyCondition Name="Web"> …</SimpleGOAPolicyCondition> <SimpleGOAPolicyCondition Name="VoIP"> …</SimpleGOAPolicyCondition> <SimpleGOAPolicyCondition Name="MM"> <PolicyExplicitVariable ModelClass="InstalledProduct" ModelProperty="CollectioID" /> <PolicyStringValue StringList="MM" /> </SimpleGOAPolicyCondition> </ReusablePolicyContainer> <ReusablePolicyContainer Name="ReusableSSC"> <SimpleServerPolicyCondition Name="ServerA">… </SimpleServerPolicyCondition> < SimpleServerPolicyCondition Name="ServerB"> <PolicyExplicitVariable ModelClass="UnitaryComputerSystem" ModelProperty="Name" /> <PolicyStringValue StringList="ServerB" /> </SimpleServerPolicyCondition> </ReusablePolicyContainer> The SLSType attribute in the <SLSPolicyGroup> indicates the predefined set of reusable service types adopted in the model. In this case, the "Olimpic" indicates three service levels (SLS), named "Bronze", "Silver" and "Gold". Only the service level corresponding to "Silver" is detailed in the figure by the corresponding <SLSPolicyRule> element. Fig. 6 illustrates the structure of the <ReusablePolicyContainer> corresponding to the compound conditions in the rule. The SilverComp compound condition in Fig. 6 is interpreted as "(The Engineer Department Manager accessing a MM (Multimedia) application hosted in Server B) OR (all traffic corresponding to Server A)". The corresponding container of user, application and server conditions are illustrated in Fig. 7 . Fig. 8 illustrates the strategy adopted for mapping the configuration level information model. A <ConfigPolicyGroup> groups the <ConfigPolicyRules> corresponding to the configuration of devices with "similar role" in the network. The PacketFilerCondition is generated by the BLPC, and it is not reusable. The <CompoundPolicyActions> and <PolicyTimePeriodConditions>, however, are reusable information pointed by XPointer references. Note the <CompoundPolicyAction> also points to reusable QPIM actions. Fig. 9 illustrates an example of configuration policy generated by the BLPC. In the example, each <ConfigPolicyGroup> represents the configuration of the devices in a specific subnet in a enterprise diffserv network. Only the configuration policy corresponding to the Silver service level in the Engineering subnet is detailed in the figure. The corresponding predefined SLS compound action is illustrated in Fig. 10 , and the reusable QPIM actions and associations are illustrated in Fig. 11 . SilverDSCPFlowViolate'])" /> </QoSPolicyPoliceAction> <QoSPolicyCongestionControlAction Name="SilverQueueClass" qpQueueSizeUnits="1" qpQueueSize="15" qpDropMethod="3" qpDropThresholdUnits="0" qpMinThresholdValue="30" qpMaxThresholdValue="45" /> <QoSPolicyBandwidthAction Name="SilverBWClass" qpBandwidthUnits="1" qpMinBandwidth="25" /> <SimplePolicyAction Name="SilverDSCPFlowConform"> <PolicyImplicitVariable Name="PolicyDSCPVariable" /> <PolicyIntegerValue IntegerList="AF21" /> </SimplePolicyAction> <SimplePolicyAction Name="SilverDSCPFlowExceed">… </SimplePolicyAction> <SimplePolicyAction Name="SilverDSCPFlowViolate">… </SimplePolicyAction> … </ReusablePolicyContainer> <ReusablePolicyContainer name="TokenBucket"> <QoSPolicyTokenBucketTrfcProf Name="BronzeTBFlow" qpTBRate="256" qpTBNormalBurst="64" qpTBExcessBurst="32" /> <QoSPolicyTokenBucketTrfcProf Name="SilverTBFlow" qpTBRate="512" qpTBNormalBurst="128" qpTBExcessBurst="64" /> <QoSPolicyTokenBucketTrfcProf Name="GoldBFlow" qpTBRate="1024" qpTBNormalBurst="256" qpTBExcessBurst="128"/> </ReusablePolicyContainer> 
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Conclusion
This work presented a complete framework for generating diffserv configuration for network devices based on a business level policy model. This work contributes for defining a complete framework for QoS management that is in according with the recent IETF standards. Future works includes the development of a graphical tool for generating the business level policies. Also, a strategy for implementing a generic DLPC must be included in the proposal, probably including the IETF QDDIM (QoS Datapath Device Info Model).
